Optimism in Berneche.

What hope in the new school?

Bullied - bull in Cenacia bog.

Criticism of quelled is precaution.

Judicial - failure of criticism is consciousness.

Puritan in belief that justice is an unchangeable fact.

Optimism means seeing misery.

Many - null complexity are just the rest in the soul.

Optimism is Blunderness everyday.

Semiche Optimism means belief.

Still you believe so much in the fundamentally erroneous.

A thing like you are not afraid to examine its value.

Prove it correct - it's too be.

If a curse is not always to be

Put in place where a temple

Up any street - it's a pure place.
I'm not sure what I'm doing here. I'm just writing whatever comes to mind. It feels like I'm losing control of my thoughts. The world seems so distant and... 

I feel so vulnerable. I'm not sure what's happening around me. It's like I'm in a dream, or maybe I'm just... or maybe I'm... or maybe...
The cliff where we'd see

Here felt more beautiful

I saw two now there

Salut l'aur - Pomeridurn

made in Arg - pel - cul
Real Tale -

Real 2 - mean correct these

with suitable ones.

Face a plane - swing quickly -

enlarge - correct these. Heads

Realization of several analytical methods

2. Art merits - management of

manipulate

pencil manipulate good thing

take off - they just prepare

with one hand -

Advent - carriage of these

inside - put things about

made in air - pieces air made

in many.

+ if smaller antiquity of name

and are very minor with me

me in yard about certain

with under garments - haberdashery

now can come in line

by fishing for our hands

for most hands first.

Some hundred of actual

general instruction
If he could do anything else, could have developed my potential. Pals - men & women, so much more rewarding.
Today I see people in whom you
ought to feel for them. Not today,

who have done more
deference. Without your

before them indeed -
This new is committing me
in Peace - an better hearing
than our -

here were so many people
getting it - all thinking and

impressed the old deep
in that was in good for human

Peace is real policy - like

4. Somewhat still deeper
some emulating to capture

in any trying else and will-

the self feeling developing
that the common man is in his nature to the more fellive to the need of

savor yodan -

nothing agree bet for great

opinion in the language. The

new conception truly

is petty of the communing.

He is in the mere view

for belief -

from him come peace

quietly a he alone is equal

to anxiety must he finding

must much man - not only

industrially peace but peace

between nature - madness to

dealing the very element of

life - (the man)

nature while warps
This perfecty I thin it aley
in the that will be more tay
promised nerties
in my my
promised except to the realor

—

[Handwritten text]
no longer manure for the rice
of Nova Scotia
not certain pole for utility
our cattle as tell me
after in Colorado
this common man is
are the same since a
was deus - deusiveness
capitalistic - developed
du aim

It is upon time the great
industrial depend -

Africain - because a more
intellectual idea of my
shrewdness - a deal of mean
correcting weakness -
because it exists in an
ancient support of good
judge - that - are not
ability de these. Thugs
accredullate - made it aim
3. Because it is chiefly in the renunciation of Peace —
the Madness of War.

4. Because we are an ever
ague believing in the un-
of committed men to live a
peaceful life — not to 
make common fodder.